Abstract-The method of structural identification nonlinear dynamic systems is offered in the conditions of uncertainty. The method of construction the set containing the data about a nonlinear part of system is developed. The concept of identifiability system for a solution of a problem structural identification is introduced. The special class of structures S for a solution of problem identification is introduced. We will show that the system is identified, if the structure S is closed. The method of estimation the class of nonlinear functions on the basis of the analysis sector sets for the offered structure S is described. We showed, as on S a preliminary conclusion about a form of nonlinear function to make. We offer algorithms of structural identification of single-valued and many-valued nonlinearities. Examples of structural identification of nonlinear systems are considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of structural identification occupies one of the basic places in control theory. In the theory of parametric identification considerable results are received. Researches in the domain of choice of structure of model are distant from the final decision. Such condition of a problem structural identification (SI) explains complexity of mathematical statement a problem and lack of regular methods of its solution. The majority of approaches to SI are grounded on search of models from the give set or approximation of a nonlinear part system on the class of polynomials. The basis of the specified approaches is parametric identification.
Methods of an estimation structure are widely applied to the systems described by integral equations of Wiener and Wiener-Hammerstein. In [1] structure of model it is set a priori. Nonlinearity is described by polynomial function of the second order. The basic virtue of the systems described by the nonlinear equations of Wiener and Wiener-Hammerstein is grounded on model transformation to the regression to a form and application of parametric methods of identification. Such approach to identification of structure nonlinearity at the set a priori assumptions is considered in [2] . The piecewise-linear approximation is applied to nonlinearity description. The piecewise-linear method of least squares is applied to an estimation of parameters nonlinearity. Different approaches to identification of nonlinear plants on the basis of Wiener and Wiener-Hammerstein models are considered in [3, 4] .
Review [5] is devoted the analysis of a condition of a problem of identification nonlinear processes in a structural dynamics. Time and frequency methods of parametric identification are considered. Methods of an estimation of type nonlinearity are analyzed. Examples of application different physical and frequency methods, and also procedures of handling results experiment for synthesis of parametric mathematical models are considered. Typical methods, applicable for studied subject domain, are considered in survey. Methods of a correlation analysis [6] and error localization in a linear model updating framework [7, 8] , and also pattern recognitions [9] were applied to an estimation of type nonlinearity. The problem of an estimation of type nonlinearity solves on the class of the specified models. The problem of choice the functional form of dependence describing nonlinearity is considered. Polynomial approximation at the initial stage is offered to be applied in the presence of the a priori information. The basic problem of such approach it is choice of an order of a polynomial. Various criteria of choice of an order the polynomial, grounded on an evaluation of the significance factor [10] and coherence functions [11] , are analyzed in survey. Shortages of such approach are noted. The models received by means of such approach, not always allows describing examined processes adequately. The solution of this problem gives application of Bayesian approach [12] . Limitation of the polynomial approach is noted. It does not allow describing the wide class of nonlinearities. The role of the a priori information is noted at structure choice (a nonlinearity form) noted. If the a priori information has not enough or the physical model does not reflect essence of processes it is possible to apply the concept of "a blackbox" [13, 14] and methods of parametric identification.
In [15] is applied nonlinear Hammerstein-type neural network model to identification of nonlinear system. The Lipschitz criterion is used for estimation an order of system. Algorithms of adjustment weights a network are offered.
A considerable quantity of publications is devoted identification of systems with a hysteresis (look, e.g. [16] [17] [18] [16] [17] [18] . In [16] is offered the variant Volterra/Wiener Neural Network model for an estimation of parameters a hysteresis of dynamic system the second order. The model is described by the regression equation. For identification of parameters the equation the adaptive algorithm is offered. In [17] models for approximation of a symmetric and asymmetrical hysteresis with use of piecewise-linear functions are considered. The model is described by a discrete difference equation of first order. Iterative procedure is offered for an estimation of parameters model. In [18] modification of self-adjusted differential evolutionary algorithm for an estimation of parameters the hysteresis, described BW model, is offered. Approaches to parametric identification of the hysteresis, described by various nonlinear functions, are considered in [19] [20] [21] .
From review of publications follows that the overwhelming number of works is devoted problems of parametric identification of nonlinear systems subject to different various (and sometimes and full) level of the a priori information. Receive of the simplified model of nonlinearity for the purpose of its further implementation is the basis of the majority researches on nonlinearity identification. A series of researches is devoted an estimation of structure a nonlinear part system. The a priori information in these researches is used. Choice of applied methods depends on results of observations. The general approaches to a solution of a problem structural identification are not offered. One of opens problem is selection of informational set in the conditions of a priori uncertainty. This set contains the necessary data about nonlinearity. The approach offered in [22] [23] [24] , is by one of perspective directions in a solution of the given problem. It allows receiving set of the data about nonlinearity in the conditions of uncertainty.
The second important problem of structural identification dynamic systems in the conditions of uncertainty is an estimation of the class nonlinear function -one-valued or multivalued. The analysis of publications displays that such researches were not fulfilled. The first results in this direction are received in [25] . In [25] method of sector sets is applied to the analysis of the special static structures reflecting behaviour of a nonlinear part a static system. The mode of construction sector sets is described and decision making procedures about the class of nonlinearity in the conditions of uncertainty of this work are offered.
In the given work development of the results received in [22] [23] [24] [25] , on nonlinear dynamic systems in the conditions of uncertainty is given. The mode of formation the informational set containing the data about a nonlinear part of system is described. We display that the given set can be generated on the basis of application the special class static models. They are received on the basis of handling to input data "input-exit". They are received on the basis of a data handling "input-output". On the basis of this set we construct the dynamic structure, reflecting in the generalized form behaviour of nonlinearity. It generalizes the structure , ek S offered in [23] . We describe criteria of estimation the class nonlinearity. Further we state procedures of estimation structural parameters of nonlinearity and we describe results of simulation.
We do not consider a problem of estimation an order and eigenvalues of system. They have been studied in [23] .
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider dynamic system ( , , , ), ( , , , ),
where U 
is the function setting a mode of formation output system.
For (1) we have set of the measured data observed on a time gap J ,
Problem: on the basis of the analysis and handling of set I o to make the solution on operator structure F in (1).
III. APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION OF CLASS NONLINEARITIES
We will state the approach to structural identification for a special case of system (1) with the selected linear part
where uR  , yR  are input and output of system,
is some scalar nonlinear function. Consider a matrix A stable.
We can make various assumptions concerning function structure () y  
. All of them are defined by level of the a priori information. In the conditions of full a priori determinancy the methods grounded on those or other varieties of a linearization [26, 27] can be applied. In [28] the following assumption becomes concerning nonlinearity at research of an absolute stability of nonlinear systems
where R   is an input nonlinear element of system.
Consider that is a linear combination of variables a state that is a vector. The sector condition is often used for approximation function    22 12 12 ( ) , The analysis of works shows that in control systems static nonlinearities are often applied. Therefore we will apply the models described by the static (algebraic) equations to a function estimation ()   . We state that in the conditions of a priori uncertainty we have the data which do not allow solving a problem structural identification ()   . Therefore, we for identification of this class models should obtain a corresponding subset of the measured data or their converted analogue. We suppose that the set I o for system (3) have the form
Problem: on the basis of a data handling (6) estimate the class to which belong nonlinear function () y  in (3) and its structural parameters. For a solution of a problem we use methodology of informational synthesis [22, 23] . It realizes following steps.
1. Formation of the set , I Ng containing the data about a nonlinear part of system (3). 2. Construction of the structures S reflecting in the generalized form of property a nonlinear part system on the basis of the analysis , I Ng .  .
Development of algorithm decision making about the class of nonlinearity
Apply mathematical model
to selection of the linear component 1 x defined on the interval \ S which are applied to the analysis of static systems [23, 24] .
We will use to decision making also ek S -structure which is described by function
where ()
 is a coefficient of structural properties [23, 24] systems in space ye
Results of simulation will show that many approaches offered for an identification of structure static systems [24] , are applicable and for dynamic systems. We can a solution about the class of nonlinear functions (onevalued or multivalued) in a system (3) to accept on the basis of the application results work [24] . Further, we describe the corresponding approach.
As we analyze an identification problem at first we will consider the problem on identifiability of system (2). We give a solution of this problem on the basis of the analysis properties the offered structures.
VI. ABOUT PROPERTIES , I Ng
Consider properties of set , I Ng at which the solution of a problem structural identification function () y  is possible. At first, the initial set I o should allow to solve a problem of parametric model identification (7 The structure ey S having specified properties, we name h -identified. Further we suppose that ey S has the specified property.
Consider concept features h -identifiability. 1. h -identifiability is applied to a solution nonparametric, and to structural identification.
2. The demand of parametric identifiability is the fundamentals h -identifiability.
3. h -identifiability specifies more rigid demands to a system input.
The feature 3 means that "the bad" input can fulfil to an extreme nondegenerate condition. But it can give socalled, insignificant ey S -structure which will have as before property h -identifiability. Property of insignificance in the conditions of uncertainty can bring to an identification of nonlinearity, atypical for researched system. This problem demands more detailed study. Now we will pass to an estimation of the class of nonlinearity () y  . It is one of the main problems of structural identification. This statement does not envelop some classes of nonlinear functions. Such approach is justified in the conditions of a priori uncertainty. The specified property of self-descriptiveness depends from h -identifiabilities of structure ey S . We on the basis of the analysis a change parameters (8) on each of [25] . Apply a leastsquares method and define a secant i
VII. ESTIMATION OF CLASS NONLINEARITY
Find mean value i y for () yt on II We secants  FR , will define. Further we will apply modification of statement from [25] .
Let exist such 0 (11) is not fulfilled.
The proof of the theorem 1 is analogous to the proof of statement from [25] and is grounded on homothety application.
From the theorem 1 follows that if conditions (11) are fulfilled, for () y Other approach to an estimation of the class nonlinearity  F is founded on the construction of a sector for () y  .
We will apply the approach offered in [25] to its realization. In this case pass in space   
VIII. ESTIMATION STRUCTURE () y


The problem of structural identification of nonlinear systems is difficult and complicated. We cannot offer the common approaches. (11) are satisfied. Therefore nonlinearity is described by a monotone function. We suppose that the fragment i ey
 
FR S is h -identified. We will explain the approach to SI on an example of system the second order (3) with following parameters
The system was integrated on the interval [0; 30] s with a step 0,2s. We have generated sets I o , I N , , I Ng .
We showed on Fig. 1 From Fig. 1 nonlinearity of system follows. We will pass from ey S to structure ek S for simplification of procedure decision making about a form () y  .
On Fig. 2 We will apply offered in [30] to statics systems the approach for decision making about a form () y  . Approach implementation is grounded on following operations. At first we introduce criterion of decision making. Further we select the structure function () y  , satisfy to this criterion. We apply for this purpose the theorem 3.7 [30] .
Construct for ey S a secant described by a polynomial of order p ,
Order of a polynomial (12) 
Sometimes in space ke
P it is not possible to make a solution on a form of function () y  . It is true for power and sinusoidal functions. In this case be switched in space ey P and make a solution on the basis of the structure analysis ey S .
B. Class mv F Consider now the class of many-valued functions. We use for a solution of a problem structure ey S , ek S . The structure ek S unlike ey S allows to find parameters function () y  .
We will explain the approach to structure choice () y  on an example of system the second order considered in section 8. 
Corresponding structures for a steady state are showed on Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 we see that in points 0.5 y  , 1 y  the system changes the properties. The analysis of behaviour structure will show that in neighbourhood of the specified points is had a sharp change of properties. On the interval (-0.5; 1) we see linear growth () et . From ek S follows, that we observe sharp growth (slope) () yt  out of the specified interval. Such behaviour of a system we see on the ends of variations intervals of a variable () yt . Compare such behaviour of a system to presence at it a condition of cutting off (saturation).
We do not state a method of estimation the class  F for considered function. It is described in section 7.A.
So, the visual analysis even in the conditions of uncertainty allows making preliminary assumptions about a nonlinearity form () y  .
Pass to an estimation stage of parameters. We will divide the upper part of the structure ey S defined on a time gap The final decision about effectiveness of the obtained estimations at a stage of parametric identification system (3) accepts.
The offered approach is based on the analysis of structures ey S and ek S . Generally it does not allow identifying any many-valued nonlinearity. Therefore we should fulfil additional researches to consider all features and specificity of nonlinear functions. It confirms an example ey Sstructure and a phase portrait for a system of the second order. They describe the steady state of a system and are showed on Fig. 6 . We see (Fig. 6 ) that the system is h -identified. Nonlinearity has features in points 1 y  , 0 y  and 1 y  . These points are points of change a sign a derivative (see ey S -structure). Application of secant method for structures ek S or ey S will show that on intervals of violation of smoothness the coefficient of the slope a secant is close to 0. The coefficient of determination secants exceeds 0.96. We conclude that nonlinearity does not contain in a neighbourhood of the specified points of smooth curves. We can suppose that in these points the derivative changes a sign. Explain it as properties of function () y 
The obtained inference confirms Fig. 7. From Fig. 7 we see that the structure ke S contains points of change a sign derivative variable e . We consider behaviour of system in space ke P . 
С. About Choice of Structure Nonlinearity
In section 7 we have offered the approach to choice of the class of nonlinear functions. It on construction of sector set and the analysis of properties secants is based. Further, we have considered based on the analysis of properties structure ey S the approach. We have offered algorithms of decision making by means of secant method. Effectiveness of the offered method of the form nonlinearity depends. Properties of structure depend on dynamic properties of system and model of its deriving. The structure ey S is result of approximation motion of system by means of special model. Therefore ey S can contain errors (uncertainty). These errors influence by form a variable () et and complicate decision making process. We on an example of system with nonlinearity (16) observed it. Therefore we should offer the approach which will confirm above obtained results in the conditions of a priori uncertainty.
Development of analytical methods decision making in the conditions of a priori uncertainty about structure of system and its properties is a complicated problem. Apply in this case indirect methods. Refer to them a method of frequency bar chart (frequency distribution) which is applied to study of statistical processes. We show, as this method to apply to the analysis of a considered problem.
Consider dynamic system of the second order with nonlinearity (16) . On Fig. 6 we showed structures corresponding to it. We name the applied approach the structure-frequency analysis (SFA method). Results of work SFA method in the integrated form are presented on Fig.  8 . From Fig. 8 The method of structural identification dynamic systems with nonlinearity is offered. We showed that for a solution of a problem an estimation structure the condition h -identifiability of system should be satisfied. The method of construction the set containing the information on nonlinearity is offered. It is grounded on application of special static model.
The structure ey S is introduced reflecting a change of nonlinear properties of system. The method of estimation the class nonlinear functions on the basis of the analysis sector set for ey S , ek S -structures are offered. We showed that in the conditions of a priori uncertainty we can make a conclusion about a form of nonlinear function on ey S . The algorithm of an estimation structure single-valued nonlinear function is offered. We for obtaining of estimations parameters nonlinear function the structure ke S are used. Examples of work algorithm are considered.
The approach to structural identification of manyvalued nonlinearities is described. Existing difficulties are noted. We showed that condition execution hidentifiability for some nonlinearity not always is sufficient for an overall estimate of structure nonlinearity. Use the additional information for an improvement of the obtained estimations. It we underline complexity, variety of nonlinearity.
The structurally-frequency method of recovery of nonlinearity is offered. It is the instrument of check solutions and the obtained structural estimations.
The analysis of the obtained results will show the necessity of continuation research for the given direction.
